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Spin-currents and non-Abelian gauge potentials in electronic systems can be treated by spin-current density-
functional theory, whose main input is the exchange-correlation xc energy expressed as a functional of
spin-currents. Constructing a functional of spin-currents that is invariant under U1SU2 transformations is
a long-standing challenge. We solve the problem by expressing the energy as a functional of a variable we call
“invariant vorticity.” As an illustration we construct the xc energy functional for a two-dimensional electron
gas with linear spin-orbit coupling and show that it is proportional to the fourth power of the spin-current.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, density-functional theory DFT
Ref. 1 has grown to be a widely used method for studying
the ground-state properties of interacting many-electron sys-
tems and the range of its applications has been expanding.
An important generalization of DFT, which takes into ac-
count the orbital effects of an external magnetic field, is the
nonrelativistic current density-functional theory CDFT,
which was formulated by Vignale and Rasolt VR Refs.
2–4 in the late eighties. The basic variable of that theory in
addition to the usual particle and spin densities is the para-
magnetic current density jpr, which has the following ad-
vantages upon the “physical current density” jr: i it has
no explicit dependence on the external vector potential—a
property it shares with previous relativistic formulations5,6
and ii it does not vanish in the limit of uniform density and
magnetic field, which is vital to the construction of a local
density approximation LDA. Unfortunately jp is not a
gauge-invariant variable. VR ensured the gauge invariance of
the exchange-correlation xc energy by expressing the latter
in terms of the vorticity
ª  jp
n
, 1
which is gauge-invariant. While this choice is not unique
any gauge-invariant field which is in one-to-one correspon-
dence to the vorticity would be in principle admissible, it
was shown to be the most natural one, in the sense of leading
to a local description of the effect of the magnetic field in the
quasihomogeneous limit.
In extending their theory to spin polarized systems,3 VR
proved the analog of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem for para-
magnetic spin-currents, and observed that the xc energy
Exc—now a functional of paramagnetic spin-currents—
should be invariant under local U1SU2 gauge transfor-
mations. These are transformations in which the wave func-
tion is acted upon by the position-dependent operator
expir, where r is a matrix in two-dimensional spin
space. However, the behavior of the paramagnetic spin-
currents under these transformations is quite complicated and
VR were unable to identify a variable analogous to the vor-
ticity such that an Exc functional of this variable would be
manifestly gauge-invariant.
Recently, Bencheikh7 and Görling8 have further extended
spin-CDFT to incorporate spin-orbit SO interactions. These
interactions are naturally described in terms of SU2 gauge
potentials, i.e., vector potentials that are matrices in spin
space.
In Ref. 13 it was noticed that in many realistic situations
the SU2 vector potential produced by the SO coupling has
a nonvanishing covariant curl, which is equivalent to the
presence of a non-Abelian magnetic field. This effective
magnetic field generates “diamagnetic” spin-currents in the
ground state of molecules and solids with non-negligible SO
interaction. In spite of the fact that the ground-state spin-
current is hard to detect experimentally, its inclusion into the
set of basic variables of DFT is important to correctly ac-
count for the corresponding contribution to the energetics.
SU2 gauge potentials also appear in effective Hamiltonians
for spin-transfer torque systems,9 and in pseudospin-orbit
coupled systems such as graphene.10
Bencheikh derived the form of the Kohn-Sham equation
in terms of effective U1SU2 gauge potentials, both
expressed as functional derivatives of a gauge-invariant Exc.
But again, no explicitly SU2-invariant expression for Exc
was provided. While the main challenge of CDFT is to con-
struct practical approximations for the xc functional such as
the exact-exchange current- and spin-current density func-
tionals recently developed in Refs. 8, 11, and 12, we believe
it is of fundamental importance to know how to construct
manifestly gauge-invariant xc functionals of the spin-current
densities.
In this paper, we present a solution to this problem. First
we note that both the external scalar U and vector A poten-
tials and the SO terms can be combined into a U1
SU2 four-vector gauge potential, collectively denoted by
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A, in such a way that the exact many-body Hamiltonian
becomes invariant under local U1SU2 gauge transfor-
mations. This leads to the next key observation that the
ground-state energy E depends on A only through the in-
variant field strength ℬA, defined as the “SU2-invariant
curl” of A: all these quantities will be defined precisely
below. ℬ is invariant under SU2 rotations in spin space and
transforms as a pseudovector in the ordinary space, so we
can write
EA = E¯ ℬA 2
where E¯ is a scalar functional of ℬ. Notice that in the familiar
spinless case A reduces to the usual vector potential A and
ℬ reduces to the magnetic field B=A, so the above equa-
tion simply says that the energy is a functional of the mag-
netic field. We will show below that the quantity N−1Jp,
where Jp denotes the paramagnetic particle/spin-currents
and N is the particle/spin density again, precise definitions
will be given below, behaves under U1SU2 gauge
transformations precisely like the gauge potential A. This
suggests a path to constructing a gauge-invariant xc energy
functional Exc. Let us introduce the “SU2-invariant vortic-
ity”
Vª ℬN−1Jp , 3
which is the “SU2-invariant curl” of N−1Jp and will be
shown to reduce to the VR vorticity 1 in the spinless case.
Since N−1Jp transforms as A it is evident that V is invari-
ant under SU2 rotations in spin space, just as ℬA is.
Therefore, the gauge invariance of Exc will be guaranteed if
we write it as a scalar functional of the SU2-invariant vor-
ticity hereafter abbreviated as “invariant vorticity”:
ExcJp = E¯ xcV 4
the dependence on particle and spin density is left
implicit—see concluding section.
The functional dependence of Exc on V is of course very
complex and nonlocal. The test of usefulness of Eq. 4 is
whether there are limiting cases in which the Exc functional
can naturally be cast in this form. We will show that this is
the case. Namely, in the important limit of electron gas sub-
jected to uniform and weak SU2 potentials the xc energy
can be written as a quadratic local functional of the invariant
vorticity. Remarkably, in this regime the invariant vorticity is
a quadratic functional of the spin-currents themselves, not of
their derivatives. This opens the way to a genuine LDA,
completely different in character from the local approxima-
tion of Refs. 2 and 3 in which the xc energy depended on
derivatives of the paramagnetic current and/or density. The
leading contribution to the present LDA functional goes as
the fourth power of the spin-current and the xc potentials are
proportional to its third power.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
our model and basic variables. In Sec. III we present the
gauge-invariant spin-current density-functional theory and
the self-consistent Kohn-Sham equations. Our local density
approximation for Exc is presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V and
Appendix we calculate the exchange-correlation energy of
Rashba system, which would provide the necessary input for
our LDA scheme in the case of isotropic SU2 vector po-
tentials. Finally, Sec. VI summarizes our main conclusions.
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND GAUGE
TRANSFORMATIONS
We start with the many-body Pauli Hamiltonian,14 which
describes nonrelativistic electrons in a static electromagnetic
field =e=m=c=1
Hˆ = dr†122 + 18  ·  E +  E ·
− U +
1
2
B ·  + Wˆ , 5
where †= ↑
†
,↓
† is the two-component field operator, 
=−i+A is the kinetic momentum,  is the vector of the
Pauli matrices, U is the electrostatic potential, A is the vector
potential, E=−U and B=A are the electric and the
magnetic fields, respectively. The first term on the right hand
side of Eq. 5 is the kinetic energy, the second is the spin-
orbit coupling energy, the third and the fourth are the poten-
tial and the Zeeman energies, respectively. Wˆ denotes the
electron-electron interaction, which we assume to be spin-
independent and gauge-invariant.
We can write the Hamiltonian more compactly by intro-
ducing the U1SU2 gauge potential A=A, where 
is a four-vector constructed by a 22 unit matrix I and Pauli
matrices: I ,	x ,	y ,	z Here and in the following upper in-
dices refer to charge =0 and spin =x ,y ,z and lower
indices to time =0 and space =x ,y ,z components. A
sum over repeated indices is implied.15 The components A
of the potential are defined as follows:
A00 = − U −
E2
16
, Ai0 = Ai,
A0a =
1
2
Ba, Aia = −
1
4

ijaEj . 6
We also introduce the covariant space derivatives D j = j
+ iA j, where j=x ,y ,z,  j is the derivative with respect to
the corresponding variable. With this notation the Hamil-
tonian 5 takes the form
Hˆ = drA0† + 12 Di†Di	 + Wˆ . 7
One can easily show that this Hamiltonian is invariant
under a local time-independent U1SU2 gauge
transformation:14,16
→ U ,
A → UAU† + iU†U , 8
with U=expir, where r is an arbitrary time-
independent function. This transformation corresponds to the
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multiplication by a local phase factor supplemented with a
local rotation in the spin space. Explicitly the matrix trans-
formation law 8 translates to the following transformation
for the components A of the gauge potential
A → R A + i2TrU†U , 9
where the trace Tr is taken over , and R  is a 44
matrix, with R00=1, R0a=Ra0=0, and Rab=Rab, Rab
being the 33 rotation matrix in spin space by angle 
=2

 along the direction . Note that U†0U=0 for static
transformations.
A crucial quantity for our purposes is the “field strength”
defined as the covariant curl of the gauge potential17
Bi = Bi = ijkD jAk, 10
or, more explicitly
BiA = ijk jAk − 1 − ,0bcA jbAkc . 11
The “charge” component =0 of the field strength coin-
cides with the usual magnetic field, while its “spin” part 
=x ,y ,z corresponds to a non-Abelian SU2 magnetic field.
Here we must emphasize an important difference between
the familiar Abelian U1 magnetic field B of electrodynam-
ics and its non-Abelian counterpart B. While B is gauge-
invariant tout court, our non-Abelian field strength B is
gauge covariant, i.e., under the gauge transformation it
transforms as BUBU†. In other words the behavior of each
spatial component Bi under SU2 rotations is that of a vector
in spin space: Bi→R Bi. The lack of full gauge invari-
ance becomes a problem when we attempt to construct a
nonlocal, yet gauge-invariant energy functional, for fields at
different points in space transform differently. For example,
the plausible functional
 dr drKr,rBiarBiar , 12
is not SU2-invariant, in spite of the fact that all indices are
duly contracted.
To avoid this difficulty we must go a step further and
introduce an SU2-invariant field, which behaves like a sca-
lar under SU2 rotations. To this end, we define a link op-
erator Lˆ r a 22 matrix in the following manner:
Lˆ r = P exp− i
0
r
Aˆ ixdxi	 , 13
where the integral is taken along some conventionally speci-
fied path which connects the origin 0 to the point r. These
paths should be smooth functions of r: for example a set of
lines radiating from the origin, or a set of “L-shaped” lines
see Fig. 1 would be acceptable.
The symbol P denotes the “path ordering operator” along
the chosen path that connects 0 to r. In analogy with the
time-ordering operator, P orders r-dependent matrices in
such a way that the ones with the “earlier” r i.e., closer to
the origin act before the ones with the “later” r. Geometri-
cally, the operator Lˆ r of Eq. 13 can be interpreted as a
parallel transport operator—it describes rotation of a spinor
under a “parallel transport” along the specified path in the
space with nonzero SU2 connection Aia see, for example,
Ref. 18. It is not difficult to show that under SU2 trans-
formation the link operator transforms as follows:
Lˆ r → Uˆ rLˆ r
Lˆ †r → Lˆ †rUˆ †r . 14
Then we define the invariant field ℬ as follows:
Bir = Lˆ †rBirLˆ r . 15
Making use of the previously derived transformations, it is
easy to check that ℬ is indeed invariant under local SU2
transformations. The reason for this property is that Eq. 15
is a “closed loop” form. In fact, the link operators Lˆ r and
Lˆ †r in Eq. 15 describe a parallel transport from the point
0 to r and back, respectively. It is also worth noting that our
invariant field ℬ is closely related to the “twisted curvature”
entering the non-Abelian Stokes theorem.19 The ground-state
energy functional is therefore naturally expressed in terms of
scalar combinations such as BiaBia, which are also invariant
under global spatial rotations.20 In particular, the expression
12 becomes SU2 invariant if Biar is replaced by Biar.
The physical spin-current densities
jr = HˆAr = EAAr , 16
are SU2 covariant in the sense that jr→R jr.
Their =0 components form the particle/spin density
j0r = sr = † , 17
where s0r=nr is the particle density. The 0 compo-
nents are particle =0 and spin 0 currents
jir =
− i
2
†Di − Di†
= jpi r + NrAir , 18
where N=n, N0a=Na0=sa, and all the other components
are zero. The paramagnetic spin-currents jpi are defined
as1,13
O
r2
r1
FIG. 1. Two admissible choices of paths connecting the origin to
two points r=r1 and r2 for the evaluation of the path-ordered inte-
gral in Eq. 13. The solid path is a straight radial line, the dashed
path proceeds along the x axis first, and then along the y axis.
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jpi r,t = −
i
2
†i − i† , 19
and we also define jp0 r=sr. These paramagnetic cur-
rents are not gauge covariant, but transform under gauge
transformation 8 in the following manner:
jpi → R jpi − i2N TrU†iU . 20
More importantly for the present purpose, the combination
vi

= N−1jpi , which is the analog of a velocity field, trans-
forms exactly like the gauge potentials Ai, namely,
vi
 → Rvi − i2TrU†iU . 21
It then follows that the covariant curl of vi
Vi = Vi = ijkDv,jvk, 22
or, more explicitly,
Vi = ijk jvk − 1 − ,0ijkbcv jbvkc, 23
transforms as Vi→R Vi, i.e., it is a vector in spin
space, just as the spin density. In Eq. 22 we have intro-
duced Dv,j = j + iv j.
The gauge covariance of Vi or the spin density for that
matter poses, as noted above, a problem in constructing
nonlocal functionals that are invariant under SU2 transfor-
mation. One way to solve the problem is to introduce, in
parallel with the introduction of ℬ, the SU2-invariant vor-
ticity:
Vir = Lˆ v†rVirLˆ vr , 24
where Lˆ v is defined, in analogy to Eq. 13, as
Lˆ vr = P exp− i
0
r
vˆixdxi	 . 25
In exactly the same way we can define the SU2-invariant
spin density
s¯ˆr = Lˆ v
†rsˆrLˆ vr , 26
where sˆr=sara is the ordinary covariant spin density,
defined in Eq. 17. Curiously, the expressions for the invari-
ant vorticity and spin density, although invariant, contain the
noninvariant paramagnetic currents through vˆix. We will
return to this point in the conclusions. We now have all the
ingredients for constructing a SU2-invariant xc energy
functional.
III. SPIN-CURRENT DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY
The ground-state energy and spin-current distribution of
an interacting many-body system, subjected to external
gauge potentials A, is obtained from the minimization with
respect to jp of the functional
EGSjp  = min
→jp r

H
 = Fjp  + Eextjp  . 27
Here Fjp  is the part of the ground-state energy that does
not depend on the external fields. This functional is tradition-
ally expanded as F=Ts+EH+Exc, where Ts, EH, and Exc are
the noninteracting kinetic, Hartree and exchange-correlation
contributions, respectively. Eextjp , on the other hand, is the
part of the ground-state energy that pertains to the coupling
of the currents with the external potentials. This functional
has the same form in both interacting and noninteracting
systems. Since F+Eext, Ts+Eext, and EH are separately
gauge-invariant, the exchange-correlation energy alone Exc
=F−Ts−EH has to be gauge-invariant as well. Unfortunately,
the paramagnetic current variable jp does not possess this
invariance. This becomes a problem when one attempts to
construct approximations in terms of jp . Clearly it would be
desirable to devise a variable that automatically guarantees
the gauge invariance of an approximate Exc. From the work
of the previous section we clearly see that the covariant vor-
ticity fulfills our needs. We thus write Excjp =E¯ xcn ,s ,V
as anticipated in Eq. 4. Additional requirements of rota-
tional invariance forces E¯ xc to actually depend on scalar
combinations of Vi as we will see in an explicit example
below.
Given an approximate functional of this form the single
particle Kohn-Sham KS equation can be written as7
12i − ii + AKS,i 2 + AKS,0 	 = , 28
Here r= ,↑r ,,↓rT is a two-component spinor
with ,	r being a single-particle wave function and the
KS potentials are defined as
AKS,00 = A00 + vH + Axc,00 −
1
2
Axc,i 2Ai + Axc,i  ,
AKS,0a = A0a + Axc,0a − AiaAxc,i0 − Axc,ia Ai0 + Axc,i0  ,
AKS,i = Ai + Axc,i , 29
in order to reproduce same paramagnetic spin-current densi-
ties as the interacting system. Here the exchange-correlation
potentials are
Axc, =
E¯ xcn,s,V
jp
, 30
and the Hartree potential is
vH =
EHn
n
. 31
The paramagnetic spin-current densities can be readily ob-
tained from KS orbitals
jp0 r = sr = 


†rr ,
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jpi r =
− i
2  
†rir − i
†rr ,
32
where sums run over occupied orbitals.
IV. LOCAL DENSITY APPROXIMATION
While the theory of the previous section is formally exact,
it is not yet obvious that a local density approximation can be
naturally formulated in terms of V. To show that this is
indeed the case we follow the approach of Ref. 4, i.e., we
start from the form of exchange-correlation energy and po-
tentials for an electron gas of uniform density subjected to
small and uniform SU2 potentials Aia. This system can be
considered as a reference for LDA calculations. The leading
order correction to the ground-state energy for weak Aia is13
EGS = EGS
0 +

8 dr TrBiBi ,
=EGS
0 +

8 drBiaBia, 33
where  is an interaction-dependent constant and EGS
0 is the
A-independent part of the ground-state energy. From Eq.
11 we see that the uniform field is related to the uniform
SU2 vector potentials as follows:
Bi = − ijkbcA jbAkc. 34
Notice that at this level of approximation, there is no differ-
ence between using the covariant field ℬ or the invariant ones
ℬ: because all the fields are evaluated at the same point in
space the link operators cancel in the trace. The situation
would be different if we had a nonlocal functional, but even
in that case the difference between ℬ and ℬ can be ignored as
long as one works to second order in the field strength. No-
tice, however, that, in writing Eq. 33 we have assumed that
the energy is an analytic function of ℬ: the latter appears
quadratically as required by rotational invariance.
The form 33 of the energy functional, combined the
above relation between ℬ and A, and with Eq. 16, implies
the existence of a uniform equilibrium spin-current, which
cubically depends on the potentials:13
jia = AiaA jbA jb − A jaAibA jb . 35
Hence the paramagnetic spin-current is given by the expres-
sion
jpia = AiaA jbA jb − A jaAibA jb − NaAi, 36
which, to leading order in the potentials i.e., to first order in
SO interaction, reduces to the following simple form
jpia  − NaAi. 37
It is clear from this expression that the field strength coin-
cides at this level of approximation with the covariant vor-
ticity. Thus, the ground-state energy functional for weak
fields is obtained simply by replacing Bia→Via in Eq. 33
and the corresponding xc energy functional is
Exc = Exc
0 +
xc
8  dr TrVirVir
= Exc
0 +
xc
8  drViarViar , 38
where Exc
0 is the xc energy of the system with zero vorticity
and Via is given, in the limit of slowly varying densities and
currents, by the last term of Eq. 23, i.e., Via
−ijkabcv j
bvk
c all indices spatial, and xc=−0 is the dif-
ference between the fully interacting  and the noninteract-
ing one. From Eq. 38 the xc potential can be easily calcu-
lated according to Eq. 30. For example, in the absence of
spin polarization we get
Axc,ia =
xc
n4
jpia jpjb jpjb − jpja jpib jpjb  . 39
While Eq. 38 is of the same form as the first CDFT func-
tional proposed for weak fields in Refs. 2 and 3, we point out
that the quadratic functional dependence of the covariant
vorticity on paramagnetic current produces a completely dif-
ferent dependence of Axc on jp.21
V. CALCULATION OF xc IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL
ELECTRON GAS
Let us finally outline the calculation of xc for a uniform
two-dimensional electron gas with linear spin-orbit coupling
Rashba model.22 The model in question23 is characterized
by a gauge potential with components
A21 = − A12 =  , 40
where  is the Rashba coupling constant. This implies that
B33 = − 22, 41
is the only nonzero component of ℬ, and from our previous
discussion we expect ExcExc−Exc
0 4. Some details of
the calculations are provided in Appendix. An interesting ob-
servation is that the exchange energy alone, while clearly
gauge-invariant, is a nonanalytic function of , being
4 ln  at small .24 So it is essential to include the corre-
lation energy in order to restore the expected analyticity of
the energy functional. This we have done with the help of the
random phase approximation RPA.1 In Fig. 2 we plot the
ratio Exc /Exc
0 vs  as well as the corresponding results for
the exchange only. It is immediately evident that Exc scales
as 4 but Ex does not. In Fig. 3 we plot the constant xc as
a function of Wigner-Seitz radius rs. This quantity will be the
necessary input for LDA calculations within our spin-current
density-functional formalism.
VI. DISCUSSION
The results of this paper are primarily formal. The intro-
duction of the invariant vorticity allowed us to provide a
formal solution to a long-standing problem in spin CDFT,
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namely, the problem of constructing manifestly SU2-
invariant functionals of the paramagnetic current densities.
An interesting feature of the present construction is that the
use of the paramagnetic spin-current as basic variables is
mandatory: without them we could not define the link opera-
tors Lˆ vr see Eq. 25, which are vital to the definition of
the invariant vorticity. This is at odds with spinless CDFT, in
which the use of the paramagnetic current density as a basic
variable is, in a sense, optional. That is, while the use of the
paramagnetic current is strongly indicated for practical rea-
sons e.g., for constructing a local density approximation,
one might nevertheless chose with work with the physical
current, provided one is willing to accept a much higher
degree of nonlocality in the functionals. The situation is quite
different here. It is precisely the nonlocality of the function-
als that forces us to introduce the link operator, and hence the
paramagnetic current. However, this complication does not
show up within the local density approximation.
Even more striking is the fact that the paramagnetic spin-
current must necessarily enter the construction of a nonlocal
SU2-invariant functional of the spin density. In other
words, such a functional must be constructed in terms of the
invariant spin density s¯ˆr of Eq. 26, rather than the ordi-
nary spin density. The physical reason for this is that SU2
symmetry cannot be maintained without the introduction of
SU2 vector potentials, which in turn modify the paramag-
netic spin-current densities. A truly SU2-invariant nonlocal
spin DFT must necessarily be a spin-current DFT. Even if we
stop at the “semilocal” level, e.g., by doing a gradient expan-
sion in the spin density, SU2 invariance requires that the
gradients be replaced by covariant gradients, which are most
naturally defined in terms of the connection vˆi. Another pos-
sibility is to resort to functionals of spin orbitals, which can
be SU2 invariant without explicitly involving spin-currents.
In spite of the formal progress, there is a major weakness
in our proposal. The link operators depend, for their defini-
tion, on an arbitrary choice of linking paths see Fig. 1.
While it is evident that physical results cannot depend on the
choice of the paths, we cannot exclude the possibility that the
form of an approximate functional might depend on this
choice, even though the functional itself is SU2 invariant
for a given choice. This question clearly deserves further
consideration.
In conclusion, we hope that our results will stimulate fur-
ther work aimed at constructing novel exchange-correlation
functionals for spin-orbit coupled systems.
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APPENDIX: DETAILS FOR THE CALCULATION OF xc
Exchange-correlation energy is obtainable by means of
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The excess exchange en-
ergy per particle, due to spin-orbit interaction reads1
Ex =
− S
220

dqqvq
0

dq,i −0q,i ,
A1
and the excess exchange-correlation energy per particle,
within the random phase approximation is given by
Exc
RPA
=
S
220

dqq
0

d ln1 − vqq,i1 − vq0q,i 	 .
A2
In Eqs. A1 and A2, S is the area of system, 0q , i is
the noninteracting density-density response function of a
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FIG. 2. Excess exchange-correlation energy Exc filled circles
and excess exchange energy Ex empty rectangles of a two-
dimensional electron gas at Wigner-Seitz radius rs=1 vs Rashba
spin-orbit coupling constant ¯= /vF vF=2 /rs is the Fermi veloc-
ity in units of Exc
0
=−0.8 and Ex
0
=−0.6 in the atomic units respec-
tively. Inset: same as in the main figure but in units of Exc
0 ¯4 and
Ex
0¯4, respectively for the exchange-correlation and exchange
energies.
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FIG. 3. xc of a two-dimensional electron gas with Rashba spin-
orbit coupling vs Wigner-Seitz radius rs, for varying Rashba cou-
pling constant ¯= /vF vF=2 /rs. The limiting behavior at ¯=0
solid line is obtained by extrapolation.
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two-dimensional electron gas 2DEG without spin-orbit
coupling i.e., Stern function,1 and q , i, the noninter-
acting density-density response function of a 2DEG with
Rashba spin-orbit coupling is
q,i =
1
S k,,
nk, − nk+q,
i + 
k, − 
k+q,
Fk,k+q , A3
where nk, is the Fermi distribution function and 
k,=k /2
−k. Moreover,
Fk,k+q =
1 +  cos k,k+q
2
, A4
is the form factor, with k,k+q being the angle between k and
k+q. After changing sum over k in Eq. A3 into integral
and performing sum over , we find
x,iu = −
1
22 Re0

dyy
0
2
d

d cos  + e
a cos2  + b cos  + c	 . A5
Here y=k /kF, x=q / 2kF, u= / kFq, =kF /kF=1− ¯2
+¯, and ¯= /kF, with kF=2n. Here we have also intro-
duced the following notations:
a = xy2,
b = y2xx − iu + ¯y − ¯ ,
c = xx − iu2 − ¯2 + ¯yx − iu ,
d = y + ¯ ,
e = x − iu + ¯y/x . A6
Integration over  can be performed analytically and the
result reads
x,iu
=
1
2, 0

dyRe v + v
v + v 
 ydv + eav+ − v−v2 − 1	 ,
A7
with v= −bb2 −4ac / 2a.
Now using Eq. A7 in Eqs. A1 and A2, and perform-
ing the three remaining integrals over y, , and q numeri-
cally, we find spin-orbit correction to the exchange and
exchange-correlation energies of a 2DEG.
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